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1. Introduction
The structural design of a high-rise building should be based on the

different design principle depending on whether the building should be designed for
wind load only or for wind load together with the effect of destructive earthquake.

If the former is just the case, the greater the lateral stiffness of the
building, the better the building for structural safety, whereas in the latter
case, the increased stiffness causes a greater storey shear force to act on the
building during an earthquake and is therefore often undesirable.

In a high-rise building for which seismic load is under prime consideration,
the design is characterized by design conditions necessary for such a building
and by structural solutions pertinent to such
design conditions. Of a number of solutions that can
be considered for the foregoing problem, the case
of the KTC Building (The Kobe, Commerce. Industry
and Trade Center Building, Kobe, Japan) is
reported in this paper. The structural design for
this building was accomplished in October 1967 and

its construction was completed in October 1969.

2. Outline of the KTC Building
The KTC Building structure consists of a perimeter

composed of a framed tube structure and a
core consisting of braced rigid frames. As a
structural Solution for such a centre-cored high-
rise building, this system can offer a number of
advantages both for structural and economical
problems. Figs. 1 and 2 show the typical plan and
section of the KTC Building.

A framed tube structure used in the perimeter
of a high-rise building essentially results in a

very narrow width available for doorways at the
ground floor level, and this gives rise to a
problem to which a proper Solution must be given. KTC BLDG. (Kobe, Japan)
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In this building, the problem is solved by locating the
main doorways at each corner of the perimeter where the
column spacing is wider than elsewhere. This also
makes it possible to carry out the column spacing on
upper storeys down to the ground floor without modification

of the continuous framework and is therefore
considered an advantageous approach to the Solution of
this kind of problem. As a result of the foregoing
doorway locations, the beams in the core structure are
placed diagonally across the building, thereby serving
to insure the horizontal rigidity of the core slab that
has many through-floor opening space such as elevator
shafts and stairways.

The structural system of this building is shown in
Figs. 3 and 4. The structural design is featured by
the following:

The favourable minimum lateral stiffness of the
building is given to resist wind force.
The building is based on the dynamic design through
the iteration of earthquake response analyses to
resist seismic force.
The structure is designed as a three-dimensional
frame, consisting of

Fig. 2 Section

the perimeter frame and
cored frame, capable of
resisting the foregoing
lateral force.
Efforts are made to
give the framework
continuity of stiffness, uj

required strength and

Perimeter
frame >

Braced
.frame

sufficient ductility.
The framework is designed in such a way that the
yielding of members would occur in the beams and

not in the columns or braces in the case of
over-loading.
The bas<Bment and the ground floor are constructed

of the reinforced concrete and steel-frame
reinforced concrete respectively to be
sufficiently rigid so as to satisfy the assumption
of the fixed base for the upper storey in the
response analyses.
The steel-frame reinforced concrete construction
is adopted for the ground floor in order to
avoid the abrupt stiffness change from the upper
storeys to the basement.

The steel construction is adopted for the second
to the top floors so as to reduce the weight of
the building structure. The qualities and
thickness-to-width restrictions imposed on the
prineipal members are given in Table 1.

Both partitions and exterior walls are designed
to minimize tne weight of the building and also
to be acceptable for such deflections as may be
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caused during a great earthquake.

3. Aseismic Design

3.1 Design Procedure

The aseismic design procedure
adopted for the KTC Building is as
shown by the following chart:

Table 1 Materials

Member See tion Qua li ty Max. V
Column rolled H

(series 400)

S M 5 0 A

S M 5 0 B

flange 8

web 3 7

Beam
(primary) built-up H SM 4 1

flange 9

web 5 0

Beam
(secondarv)

built-up H
rolled H
honeycomb H

SM4 1

SS4 1

flange 1 5

web 7 1

Brace ba r Gr. 4 -

General design

Data assembly and analyses

Soil explorations "
1

' i
Determination of external loads* ¦ '

Structural design

>
1

Determination of building weight

'

Determination of storey shears

> '

Static stress analyses of frames

Experimenlal studies of frames,
ete

t

Determination of cross sections
of frames

l

' '

Static stiffness analyses of
frames

Determination of restoring force
characteristics

Assumption of critical damping
ratio

Simulation of vibrating structure

* '

Selection of input earthquake
waves

Dynamic response analyses

^¦—"""^Stress and^^"—-^^^
"e=--—-___jlenection checks____^--::>

No
Design modifications

Ye.,

*
f End J
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3.2 Basic Equation
The equation used in the dynamic analysis is written as follows:
[M]{y} + [C]{y} + [K]{y} -[M]{y0}
where, [M] Mass matrix

[C] Damping matrix
[K] Stiffness matrix
{y} Relative displacement vector
(yo) Ground displacement vector

3.3 Seismic Force and Permissible Storey Deflection
The input waves of earthquake ground motions adopted for this analysis are

as shown in Figs. 14 and 15. As to the anticipated intensity of earthquakes,
the maximum acceleration value of ground motions is estimated as 200 - 300 gals,
because the maximum value of the greatest earthquake oecurred in Kobe area was
less than 100 gals in the past. Against these earthquake ground motions permissible

deflection for each storey of the building is restricted to hj/200
approximately (where hi represents each storey height) so that stresses in all
members would be within the elastic ränge. In addition, the elasto-plastic
responses are analized with respect to earthquake motions with the maximum
acceleration value of 400 gals. Since the natural period of a building often tends to
be shorter than the computed period, the response characteristics are also studied

in the case of the fundamental period which is assumed as 0.9 or 0.8 times
the value of the computed natural period.

The seismic force used for the structural design is shown in Fig. 5. To

evaluate this design seismic force, firstly the storey shears corresponding to
the structural responses to the aforesaid ground motions are obtained through
the iteration of response analyses for the case of the maximum acceleration
value and the critical damping ratio assumed as 200 (300) gals and 2% respectively.

Secondly, the storey shears thus obtained are plotted on a graph and an
envelope embracing such plotted shears is evaluated finally as the applicable
seismic force.

3.4 Wind Force and Permissible Storey Deflection
The design wind force to be assumed as a static external force is derived

from the following formula:
P C-q-A

where, C Wind force coefficient
(in this case, C 1.10)

q Velocity pressure expres¬
sed as qo-Vh/lO (in
this case, q0 175 kg/m2)

A Area exposed to wind force

In this formula, the value of q0 is
determined on the basis of the typhoons
recorded in Kobe area in the past and the
value of C, by a wind tunnel test of a
model. The favourable minimum lateral
stiffness of the building is determined in
such a way that stresses in all the members

would be within an elastic ränge,
that the maximum deflection at the top of
the building would not exceed H/400 (where
H the building height), and that the
maximum storey deflection would be not

Seismic load
20- 0. 3g

Wind

15 -

Seismic load

i 10 =0. 2gyam

Shear force coef

500-> Wind oad

0.2 0.3 —

Fig.5

Shear force coef.

Design loads
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more than hi/300 all under the foregoing wind force. The design wind force is
shown in Fig. 5. The total wind force thus obtained is approximately equal to
the base shear force caused by an earthquake ground motion where its acceleration
value is taken as 200 gals.

3.5 Stiffness Distribution
The magnitude of earthquake response is governed by the characteristics of

earthquakes and the dynamic properties (mainly dependent on mass and lateral
stiffness distribution, i.e., natural periods and modes of Vibration) of the
building structure. While the structural engineer has little freedom in selecting

the mass distribution, he can choose the desirable stiffness distribution
more freely.

\ \ i 2 3

K. S, Q,

Fig. 6 General relationship between stiffness and response
Fig. 7 General relationship between stiffness

and storey deflection

In the first place, it may be stated that the shear force generally tends
to increase as the stiffness of a structure increases (or in other words as its
natural periods decrease). On the contrary, the shear force decreases as the
stiffness becomes small or as the natural periods become great. In this case,
however, the horizontal deflection of the building increases. Fig. 6 shows a

general tendency of the relationship mentioned above.

Secondly, it is known that lateral stiffness distribution in direction of
the height of a building affects deflection distribution in that building. Each

storey deflection should be made as uniform as possible throughout the height of
a building; however, the stiffness must be adequately distributed in direction
of the height of a building in order to achieve this purpose satisfactorily.
Fig. 7 shows the general tendency of this relationship.

It is pointed out that the aseismic design requirement for a structure re-
markably differs from the ordinary lateral force design as shown in Figs. 6 and
7. For instance, a heavily braced frame increases the stiffness of a building
and enables it to favourably
resist overturning moment at a
reasonable cost, and is, therefore,

satisfactory for a wind-
resistant structure. Such a
frame, however, often turns out
to be undesirable for an
earthquake-resistant structure,
because it usually gives a

building too large stiffness
distributed as shown in curve 1

of Fig. 7.

In the structural design of
the KTC Building, high strength
steel bars are used for bracings.

The purpose of such
bracings is to optimize the
stiffness distribution in direction

of the height without
increasing adversely the

4

1.0 2.0
-» Mass't-aec'/cm)

Fig.8

500

-» Stiffness(t/an)

Mass and stiffness disuribution
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0.76 0.56 0.45
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1« Jiid"
T 3.51 (Shear type) l. 27

3.52 (Bending-shear typejl. 20

Fig. 9 Modes of vibrations and natural periods

stiffness of the building as a whole and to sufficiently
enlarge the elastic ränge of the bracings. These

braces are capable of deforming within an elastic ränge
under a storey deflection up to 4 cm approximately.

Fig. 8 shows the mass distribution and the stiffness

distribution (under the shear type Vibration) as
computed for a simulated model of the KTC Building
idealized by the lumped mass system. The earthquake
responses of such a model are shown in Figs. 11 through
13. The stiffness distribution as shown in Fig. 8 en-
sures the response deflection which is approximately
made uniform through all storeys within an allowable
limit. Table 2 shows the computed natural periods for
the building as completed (without live loads) and for
the building as occupied (with live loads). Fig. 9

shows each mode of Vibration to which the building
under occupancy would be subjected.

3.6 Results of Analyses
Some results of the earthquake responses analyses

are shown in Figs. 11 - 14. Fig. 11 indicates the
Vibration of simulated model of the building idealized

(a) Frame

(b) Brace

(c) Frame-fBrace

applicable
ränge

Fig. 10 Elasto-plastic
restoring force
characteristic

»»..=200gal
A=0.02
Bending-shear type
Linear

=200g.l W xv./
»=0.02 \* *!
Bending-shear / > \
IT JJ 'Linear /// '7/7 pt'iL' \ \W

ja 2 152 15

J
m\\\ V \\ \1

1 IA.r'4&SS*"

!*..».=200g«l
2^*=0.02

Bending-shear type^
Linear TP/

¦#/ff
T

1.0 2.0 3.0
—• Deilecüon (c«)

Fig. 12 Deflection in earthquake
response

5X10' lOXh?
—? Overturning moment (tm)

Fig. 13 Max. overturning moment in

earthquecke response

i;i/;

Design

EL CENTRO 1940 NS
—-TAFT 1952 NS
—-OSAKA 205 EW
—-OSAKA 206 NS

AKAS1 804 EW
SENDAI 501 EW

0.1 0.2
—• Shear force coef.

~!0

Fig. 14 Max. shear force coef. in earthquake
response
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Table 2 Natural periods

Vibration type Assumed condition ,T ,T ,T ,T .T

Shear type Before occupancy 3 .51 1.27 0 .76 0.56 0.45

Bending-shear Before occupancy 3.52 1.20 • .68 0.49 0.40
type After occupancy 3.33 1.14 0. 64 0.46 0 .37

25
III EJ^ EL CENTRO 1940 NS 300gal

üTCL v. TAFT 1952 NS 300gal

W\\ OSAKA 205 EW 300gal\ OSAKA 206 NS 300gal

\ AKASHI 804 EW 300gal\ i —— SENDAI 501 EW 300gall / EL SENTRO 1940 NS 400gal

V \ \ A 0.02
2 15
ji \ \
t

in

LTM 1

IV\ <
\ \5

1 \ >

2

¦ '' / E L_ \
0.5 1.0

—* Ductility factor
1.5 2.0

Fig. 15 Distribution of ductility factor

Table 3 Strength and stiffness under wind load

by the lumped mass System

as related to time
lapse during earthquakes.
Figs. 12 and 13 show the
deflection and the
maximum overturning moment
in earthquake responses
respectively. Fig. 14
indicates the maximum

shear force coefficient computed from earthquake responses. The ductility factors

corresponding to various input earthquake waves are shown in Fig. 15. In
these analyses, every two storeys are considered one lumped mass taxcept for
Fig. 11 in which each storey is
considered one lumped mass.
The elasto-plastic restoring
force characteristics of the
framework are assumed, as a

whole, to be bi-linear as shown
in Fig. 10. From these results,
it is known that the earthquake
responses largely depend on the
patterns of input earthquake
waves. The maximum storey
deflection is within h/200 -
h/250, the permissible deflection

ränge, under the maximum
acceleration amplitude of 200
gals of input waves. Some
portions of the frame structure are
in a plastic ränge under El Centro

1940 <NS component) of the
maximum acceleration amplitude
in excess of 300 gals. However,
the ductility factors are not
more than 1.2 and 2.0 under the
maximum acceleration values of
300 gals and 400 gals respectively.

In studies with regard
to the other wave patterns it is
found that the responses remain
in elastic ränge under the
maximum acceleration amplitude of
about 500 gals.

The results of wind load
analysis as shown in Table 3

indicate that the storey deflection

at lower storeys is about
h/320 or about 40% of the maximum

deformation in an elastic
ränge. The maximum deflection
at the top of the building is
approximately h/460 corresponding

to the sufficient stiffness
of the frame against the wind
load.

>top=£l, 22.83 cm^/f/460

Storey

Storey
shear

(t)

Stiffness
(or
wind load

AT.(t/cm)

Max-
deflection
in elastic
ränge
dy, cm

Maxstor

ey
deflection

8i (cm)

»/«.¦ J./tV.

26 46.6 186.4 9.70 0.25 1540 0.03

25 109.1 170.5 6.94 0.64 900 0.09

24 170.6 370.9 4.60 0.46 830 0.10

23 219.2 405.9 4.14 0.54 710 0.13

22 267.3 431.1 4.04 0.62 620 0.15

21 314.8 449.7 3.94 0.70 550 0.18

20 361.8 488.9 3.74 0.74 520 0.20

19 408.3 510.4 3.62 0.80 480 0.22

18 454.2 540.7 3.65 0.84 460 0.23

17 499.5 561.2 3.61 0.89 430 0.25

16 544.2 572.8 3.56 0.95 400 0.27

15 588.2 594.1 3.59 0.99 390 0.28

14 631.4 607.1 3.55 1.04 370 0.29

13 673.8 623.9 3.52 1.08 360 0.31

12 715.5 650.5 3.53 1.10 350 0.31

11 756.5 694.0 3.29 1.09 350 0.33

10 796.6 717.7 3.26 1.11 350 0.34

9 835.7 739.6 3.18 1.12 340 0.36

8 873.8 753.3 3.10 1.16 330 0.37

7 910.8 766.4 3.13 1.19 320 0.38

6 946.5 782.2 3.07 1.21 320 0.39

5 980.8 824.2 2.92 1.19 320 0.41

4 1.013.7 844.8 2.89 1.20 320 0.42

3 1,044.8 870.7 2.78 1.20 320 0.43

2 1.073.8 1.234 1.81 0.87 440 0.48

Bg. 39 Vorbericht
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4. Vibration Tests

4.1 Test Procedure

When the building was under construction, its Vibration characteristics were
ascertained by such experimental approaches as forced Vibration tests and micro-
tremor measurements, and these experimental results were compared with the dynamic

characteristics computed by means of theoretical analyses. The Vibration
tests consisted of the preliminary and main tests, and the main tests were
carried out t^icc, first upon the completion of the framework and the second when
the exterior and interior wall coverings had been placed.

For these tests, the excitation was effected by means of a pendulum and an
oscillator located at the centre of the core. The excited storeys are shown in
Table 4. The excitation by pendulum was intended to generate the fundamental
mode of Vibration, and for this purpose, a pendulum weighing 5 tons was suspended

from the beams of the 25th floor. The oscillator was of eccentric mass type
with maximum excitation capacity for 2 tons, and it was used to generate the 2nd
to 5th modes of Vibration
of the building. Table 4 Excitation procedures and excited storeys

4.2 Test Results
Procedures

E -VV direction N - S direction

¦r ,T~sT \T ,T~.T

Preliminary test Micro-tremors

Ist and 2nd test
Micro-tremors
By pendulum

By oscillator
25F

26F. 14F
25F

26F

Table 5 shows some of
test results. As can be
seen from the table, the
measured values of the
natural periods are about
75% of those obtained
through theoretical analysis.

The measured natural periods obtained under micro-tremors coincide
considerably well with those recorded under forced Vibration. In this case the
critical damping ratio does not exceed 1% under lower order vibrations of the
building.

4.3 Discussion
The difference between theoretical and measured values of natural periods

is largely attributable to the fact that the stiffness of the structure is
evaluated on a different basis. In this connection, the following findings are
made:

(1) As high strength steel bars are slightly pre-tensioned, the bracings on
compression side as well as tension side can contribute to the stiffness

Table 5 Results of Vibration test

Tests Natural periods ,T ,T ,T sT .r

Preliminary test
Computed
values

T 2.21 0.80 0.49 0.35 0.27

Measured
values

Micro-
tremors

T 1.73 0.65 0.40 0.28 0.21

Computed
values E>

T 3.04

7" 2.77

1.08

0.93

0.62

0.52

0.44

0.37

0.35

0.30

Ist test
Measured
values

Micro-
tremors

T 2.25 0.80 0.44 0.32 0.25

Forced
Vibration

T 2.26
h 0.50

0.80

0.53

0.45

0.95

0.32

1.80

0.25

2.20

2nd test

Computed
values *

T 3.33
7" 3.04

1.14

0.97

0.64

0.54

0.46

0.39

0.37

0.31

Measured
values

Forced
Vibration

T 2.51

* 0.87

0.82

1.28

0.43

2.40

0.31

2.1

0.22

2.9

* 7"': modified values as mentioned in (4.3)
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of the building under the small amplitude of Vibration.
(2) Concrete floor slabs are integrated with beams by means of stud connectors

to produce composite effects.
(3) Splice plates used for field connections of beams and columns increase the

effective stiffness of the members concerned.

(4) Gussets for brace connection help expand the zone of stiffness under bend¬
ing moments.

(5) No analysis is made as to the framework at the central core, located at an
angle of 45° with respect to the prineipal frames, comprising four columns
because its influence on the building stiffness is very small.

(6) Exterior and interior walls are so detailed as to be separated from the
prineipal structural frames; however, it is easily considered that they
contribute to the stiffness of the building under small amplitude of Vibration.

Of the foregoing findings, effects described in Subparagraphs (1) through
(5) are taken into consideration and then the natural periods are re-computed
accordingly. The modified values thus obtained are shown in Table 5. The ratio
of the measured values to the modified values is about 82%, which is considered
to be very satisfactory when compared with the difference between theoretical
and measured values for similar experiments in the past. In making structural
analyses of high-rise construction, the effects as described above must be
considered.
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Summary

In the structural design of high-rise building, lateral stiffness of framework

and its distribution in direction of the height of building must be given
an essential consideration because the earthquake response characteristics of
the building are greatly affected by these two important stiffness assessments.
In stiffness computation, every computable factor which affects the structural
behaviours should be taken into consideration.

A structural system consisting of rigid perimeter frames as well as of
frames braced by high strength steel, so designed as to form a three-dimensional
space structure, is believed to offer highly effective Solution for the structural

safety.
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1. Introduction

During the past fein years a number of neu structural Systems have been
developed for high-rise buildings. A natural evolution of the familiär
rigidly-jointed frame uihich has been used increasingly is the rigid box or tube
type of system * This form consists essentially of four orthogonal frame panels
forming in plan a framed tube (cf. Fig. l). Each panel consists of a number of
exterior columns connected by stiff spandrel beams at each floor level. Although
the exterior 'perforated tube' may be used solely to resist all wind forces, it is
commonly designed to act in conjunction tuith an inner core to form a hull-core or
tube-in-tube system. This inner core, uihich may be used to contain all building
Services, mill consist of some combination of beams, columns, shear walls and box
elements surrounding lift shafts and stair uiells. The open area betuieen the outer
framB and inner core alloms flexibility in layout planning. The system has been
employed for both steel and concrete construction.

The behaviour of a perforated tube is more complex than that of a simple
closed-tube, and the stiffness is less. In addition to the cantilever bending
action, uihich produces tensile and compressive stresses on opposite faces of the
tube, the side frames undergo the usual plane-frame shearing action in each storey.
The primary action is complicated by the fact that the flexibility of the spandrel
beams produces a shear lag uihich has the effect of increasing the stresses in the
corner columns, and reducing them in the inner columns of the normal panels. The
latter effects will produce warping of the floor slabs and consequent deformations
of interior partitions and secondary structure.

The inclusion of an inner core which is connected to the outer hüll by moment-
resistant members will have the effect of inducing axial forces in the columns of
the normal panels, which will tend to offset the reduction of stresses caused by
shear lag. However, it appears to be more economic to use simply supported floor
Systems which do not resist lateral forces; for this reason, the floor system
can be relatively shallow, and longsr spans can be used between the outer and
inner structures.

It is important to be able to assess both the warping effect and the amount
of sway produced by lateral forces, since either may control the design of the
structure. The objeet of the present paper is to demonstrate how the analysis
of the complex three-dimensional structure may be simplified through a recognition
of the dominant structural actions, particular attention being paid to the torsional
behaviour. In addition, experimental results from tests on model structures are
presented to show the different modes of behaviour of framad-tube, hull-core, and
unperforated tube structures.
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2. Analysis

Consider the hull-core structural system of Fig. 1 subjected to some lateral
loading. It is assumed that the floor system is so stiff in its own plane that
all cross-sections of the building undergo only rigid body movements in plan. Any
applied load may then be considered equivalent to the superposition of a bending
force and a torsional moment referred to the centre of rotation. If the behaviour
of the structure is elastic, the two may be treated independently.

Since the overall action is complex, it is advantageous to consider the action
of the outer tube alone before examining the composite hull-core interaction.
2.1 Outer Tube

(i) Bending action.

In a framed-tube subjected to bending by lateral forces, (cf. Fig. 1) the loads
are resisted by two primary actions - the axial deformations of the normal panels
(AB and CD) and the racking actione in the side panels (AD and BC). The primary
interactive forces between the normal and side panels will be vertical (shear)
forces transmitted through the corner columns. Secondary out-of-plane deformations
will occur, but it is assumed that these will be restricted sufficiently by the
high in-plane stiffness of the floor system to be neglible in comparison with the
primary effects. All individual elements will then deflect equally at each floor
level.

By assuming this dominant mode of deformation, the three-dimensional frame
may be replaced by the equivalent plane frame shown in Fig. 2. It is assumed that,
as is generally the case, the structure is symmetrical about both centre-lines so
that only one-quarter (FDE) need be considered in the analysis, the appropriate
Joint conditions on the centre-lines being as indicated. The high in-plane
stiffnesa of the floor system allows the horizontal forces at each floor level to
be applied in the plane of the side frames (Fig. 2).

It is desired to transmit only vertical forces between side and normal panels,
whilst maintaining conditions of compatibility at the corner. This may be achieved
very simply in a normal plane frame analysis by the use of fictitious »vertical shea
transfer' beams DD7 (Fig. 2) at each floor level. In the stiffness matrix for
the fictitious beams, the shear elements must be made a very large quantity,
(relative to the elements in the stiffness matrices for the real members) with all
other elements zero 2. in practica, it has been found that a value of around IO4

times the largest element gives the desired transfer. The corner columns can be
considered to contribute half their cross-sectional areas to each panel, together
with their appropriate second moment of area in each orthogonal direction.

From the frame analysis, the flexibility matrix JH may be determined to give
the relationship between applied loads and the resulting horizontal deflections,

~YH ~FH ~PH (1)
where Y^ and P^ are column vectors of the horizontal deflections and applied
horizontal forces at each storey level.

The accuracy of the technique was checked by comparing the results obtained
for a number of plane and space frames with those from Standard Computer programmes.
In one typical test, the six-storey structure shown in plan in Fig. 3 was chosen,
this being the largest configuration which could be solved by the available program
within the given constraints. The section properties of the columns and spandrel
beams were as follows: columns - 8 in x 8 in x 58 lb; Ixx 227.3 in ;

I 74.9 in4: A 17.06 in2; 3 3.37 in4; beams - 5 in x 12 in x 31.8 lb;
I™ 215.8 in4; Iyy 9.5 in4, A 9.26 in2; 3 0.92 in4. The storey height
was maintained constant at 12 ft. The results obtained from the two analyses are
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compared in Tables 1 and 2, the latter giving deflections throughout the height,
and the former axial forces and bending moments at the most heavily loaded first
storey level. The results refer to a unit load (l ton) at each floor level.

Column Space Frame Analysis Simplified Method

Axial Force Bending moment (ton in) Axial Force Bending Moment (ton in)

(ton) Lower End Upper End (ton) Lower End Upper End

1 0 -93.9 -84.1 0 -97.5 -87.4
2 +0.16 -188.6 -169.8 +0.19 -195.9 -176.6
3 -21.51 -167.2 -127.0 -10.90 -173.9 -132.5
3 -2.68 -5.13 -10.90 -2.65 -5.14
4 -3.63 -2.42 -4.65 -3.66 -2.39 -4.66
5 -0.97 -0.63 -1.15 -0.97 -0.60 -1.12
6 -0.30 -0.15 -0.26 -0.30 -0.14 -0.25

Table 1. Axial Forces and Bending moments in First Storey Columns.

Storey 1 2 3 4 5 6

Deflection (Space Frame) in. 0.234 0.484 0.695 0.863 0.984 1.058

Deflection (Simplified Rlethod) in. 0.242 0.497 0.711 0.879 0.999 1.072

Table 2. Deflections

The agreement was even better at the upper levels, the axial forces and
moments corresponding to within 1% at the third storey level. Small discrepancies
will always occur since the three-dimensional analysis does not include the in-
plane restraint of the floor slabs.

The accuracy of the simplified techniques has also been demonstrated
experimentally2

(ii) Torsional action.

The application of a twisting moment to a framed-tube structure produces two
forms of deformation, a pure rotation and an out-of-plane warping displacement of
the cross-section. The combined action may be considered as a combination of
the plane frame actions of the four panels and the effects of the interactions
between the panele. It is again assumed that the floor slabs act as rigid
diaphragms so that all structural elements at any cross-section rotate equally
under torque. Twisting moments will be resisted primarily by shearing actions
in the orthogonal panels, and the torsional moments resisted by individual beam
and column elements are assumed negligible. If the rotations are small, the
frame panels may be assumed to deform in their own plane.

In Fig. 4, let 8 be the rotation of any cross-section of the structure under
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the action of an applied torque T. If A j and A2 ara tnB deflections of
panels DC and DA in their own planes, then

Ax A2
(2)

c b

For torsional equilibrium,

2qlC + 2q2b T (3)

where q. and q. are the horizontal shear forces resisted by panels DC and DA

respectively.

Equations corresponding to (2) and (3) may be written for all storey levels
and, expressing them in matrix form, the compatibility and equilibrium conditions
for the entire structure become,

g _ i A _ I A (4)X o -1 b "2 v ;

2c q± + 2b q2 T (5)

where 0, Ai and A2 are column vectors of rotations and horizontal deflections,
T is a vector of total applied twisting moments, and q^ and c)2 are vectors of the
total horizontal forces in the panels, at each floor level.

The panel horizontal displacements may be related to the horizontal shear
forces by the relationship

Al " ~Fi ?l and £2 ~2 ?2 (6)

where F"j and ?2 are square matrices of horizontal deflection flexibilities for
panels DC and DA, which may be derived from a Standard plane frame analysis.
UJhen evaluating the flexibility matrices the interactions between orthogonal panels
must be included; Fig. 5 indicates the unit forces required for the evaluation
of F± and F2 respectively. 8y this means, both in-plane rotations and out-of-
plane warping effects may be included. Again only one-quarter of a symmetrical
structure need be included in the analysis, using the appropriate skew-symmetrical
boundary conditions at the axes of symmetry.

The matrix of rotations 8 may be obtained from equations (4), (5) and (6)
to be,

8 [2c2 F"1 + 2b2 F
_1 ]

"
T F

-1
T (7)

S L — X "* St •* — **J r.

where F, is the torsional flexibility matrix for the outer hüll.
-1 o

The displacements and horizontal forces are obtained from equations (4) and
(6) respectively, and all internal stress-resultants follow from the frame analysis.
2.2 Hull-Core Structure

In view of the high in-plane stiffness of the floor slabs, it is assumed
that the hüll and core are constrained to deflect together in the composite
structure. Consequently, under pure bending action, all elements have the same

horizontal deflection, whilst under a pure twisting action, the rotations of both
hüll and core will be equal at each floor level. The two actions may again be

considered independently.

(i) Bending action.

If, as is generally the case, the floor structure is designed to be
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effectively pin-connected to both hüll and core, no moments are transmitted
between the two. Under the action of wind forces, the floor system then acts
as a rigid pin-ended link transmitting horizontal forces only.

If the applied loads and resulting deflections of the core are related in
an analogous manner to equation (l) by a flexibility matrix F then

-c -c -c (8)

The flexibility matrix _FC may be dBtermined from ordinary beam theory if the
inner core can be assumed to act as a pure cantilever. If it consists of an
inner framed tube, the method described previously may be used. The continuous
connection technique may be utilised to give an assessment of the flexibility of
a coupled shear wall core *

The conditions of horizontal compatibility and equilibrium at each level are,

Yo " -YH and -P - ?H + -Pc (9)

where P is the column vector of resultant wind forces at each floor level.

The solutions of equations (1), (8) and (9) yields the distribution of forces
between the hüll and core,

-PH [ J + Fc_1 FH 1
_1

P-H L- -c .H J - (10)
p r i + f -1

F 1 _1
P

Once the distribution of horizontal forces is known, the stress-resultants
in the frame panels follow from the frame analysis.

(ii) Torsional action.

The twisting moments and rotations of the inner core will be related by

8 F. T (11)-c -4 -c v '
where F^ is the matrix of torsional flexibility coefficients. The matrix F^
may be determined by the technique described earlier if the core consists of an
inner framed tube; for thin walled elements, Vlasov's theory of thin walled
beams may be used 3 whilst if ths core consists of coupled shear-wall elements,
the continuous connection method may be utilised to give the flexibility
coefficients

The conditions of rotational compatibility and equilibrium then become,

8 8c and T 2c q + 2b q„ + T (12)

The Solution of equations (2), (4), (6), (ll) and (12) yields the matrix of
rotations,

8 =[2c2 ff1 + 2b2 F2'1 + V1]" T (13)

The horizontal shear forces in the outer frame panels and twisting moments
in the core follow from equations (4) and (6), and (ll) respectively.

The analysis assumes that no torsion coupling of the hüll and core occurs
through the floor slabs. That, is, the floor system is assumed to offer no
restraint against warping of either hüll or core.
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3. Experimental Investigations

In parallel with the theoretical studies, a series of tests was carried out
on model framed-tube and hull-core structures, with a view to assessing the
accuracy of theoretical predictions and to examining the influence of an inner
core on the deformations and stresses in the composite structure.

Experiments were performed on two fifteen-storey perspex models, one with a
closed box (torsionally stiff) core and the other with an open Channel (torsionally
weak) core. The columns for the outer framed tube and the plates for the inner
cores were eut from 3/16 in. thick perspex sheet, and the floor slabs from 1/8 in.
thick sheet. The hüll had eight columns along one side and five along the other,
each column being 1/2 in. wide the corner ones being glued together to form an
angle section. The plan dimensions are shown in Fig. 1. The storey height was
2-1/8 in., with a 2 in. clear height between floor slabs. Because of the small
size of the models, it was not possible to form the desired hinged connections
between vertical and horizontal members, and all joints were glued. The perimeter
columns were then connected solely by floor slabs at each floor level, the columns
being glued into edge slots in the slabs.

The models were tested initially as framed-tube structures, and subsequently,
after inserting and glueing the inner cores into central holes left in the floor
slabs, as composite hull-core Systems. The inner cores were tested individually
to check their calculated bending and torsional stiffnesses. A rigid-base
condition was achieved by glueing all columns and cores into slots passing through
a one-inch thick perspex base plate. The models were cantilevered horizontally
in a test frame, the base being further stiffened by passing steel sections across
the base plate as near as possible to the model.

Lateral loads were applied by hanging dead weights from nylon cords at each
floor level, deflections and strains being measured by dial gauges and electrical
resistance strain gauges, respectively. A concentrated twisting moment was
applied at the free end by means of a twelve-inch diameter perspex disc containing
a rectangular hole to fit over the end of the model (cf. Fig. 6). Equal and
opposite tangential loads were applied at opposite ends of a diameter by dead
weights which hung from thin nylon threads passing over pulleys. Similar devices
were used to apply twisting moments to the inner cores before they were inserted
into the framed-tube models to form hull-core structures. Loads were applied in
increments, at fixed time intervals to minimise creep effects, and unit values
obtained from the best linear curve of strain or deflection against load.

Separate tests were performed on a representative section of floor slab and
columns in order to assess the effective stiffness of the floor slab in connecting
the perimeter columns.

In order to compare the mode of behaviour of a perforated tube with that of a

pure tube, similar tests were carried out on models of the same overall dimensions
as Fig. 1, but with the outer columns replaced by continuous plates. These were
eut from 3/32 in. thick sheet in order to make the cross-sectional area of the
pure tube as nearly equal to that of the columns as possible (i.e. within 9 per cent

Some of the results are shown in Figs. 6, 7 and 8, Fig. 6 shows the
measured and calculated rotations due to a unit torque at the free end. Figs. 7

and 8 show the bending-stress distributions and the deflection profiles for a

uniformly distributed load.

4. Discussion

It has been shown that the complex three-dimensional behaviour of a framed-
tube and a hull-core structure can be approximated by an equivalent plane frame
techniaue. The sizes of the matrices involved in an analvsis are thereby much
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reduced, and a much larger structure may be analysed by a given size of Computer.

Some experimental results have been presented from tests on small-scale model
etructures. It is seen in Fig. 6 that the torsional stiffness of a framed-tube
can be very much less than a pure tube of the same cross-sectional area as the
perimeter columns. Reasonable agreement is achieved between theory and experiment,
which probably indicates that the warping of the floor slabs is of less significance
than the bending coupling action. It was not possible to measure the axial
stresses in the columns due to torsion, and deformations only were measured. It
was found that the results obtained using the Standard sectional torsional
stiffness of St. Venant were much less accurate than those obtained by Vlasov's
theory, which takes aecount of the warping of the cross-section. The latter was
thus used exclusively for the inner core sections. Fig. 7 indicates how the
stress-distribution in tha framed-tube can be altered significantly by the addition
of a core if the floor slabs are able to transmit bending actions between the two.
The stresses in the columns opposite the core are subjected to additional axial
stresses, which has the effect of reducing the shear lag. Similar results were
obtained in the case of a Channel core, although little coupling was developed on
the open side of the Channel ^. The stresses in the unperforated tube are not
shown, since they followed closely engineer's beam theory, with only a very small
degree of shear lag being measured. At the moment it is not possible to
estimate accurately the effective bending stiffness of a floor slab connecting a

core and perimeter column, and the coupling effect cannot as yet be treated by
the simplified technique. Houiever, this is of little significance if in practice
the floor System is not designed to transmit bending moments. Fig. 8 demonstrates
how the bending stiffness of the perforated tube can be considerably less than a

piain tube of the same cross-sectional area.

As well as being of interest in their own right, it is hoped that the
experimental data may be useful in the assessment of the accuracy of more
sophisticated methods of analysis for this type of structure.
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Summary

A method is presented for reducing the analysis of a three-dimensional
hull-core structure to that of an equivalent plane frame. Some experimental data
are presented from tests on model structures subjected to bending and torsion.
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1) Introduction
It is well-known that tall and slender structures like

smokestacks, towers, etc. oscillate in wind. Many researches
have been made to predict the oscillation of structures. The
prediction, however, could not always be made successfully.
There are many Stacks in Japan for example and only a few per-
cents of them were subjected to the oscillation.

From this fact, it can be said that the oscillation of a
cylinder is easily effected by wind conditions and structural
conditions. However, the effect of such conditions should be
ascertained for safety and economical designs.

This paper deals with the oscillation of the cylindrical
structures.

2) Review of researches conducted
Formerly, the oscillation of a circular cylinder was re-

searched with an interest in an acoustic field known as Aeolian
tone and was considered to be a forced-oscillation.

After that, a theory of random Vibration was introduced
and fluctuating lift forces on a cylinder were measured by Fung
(l). The comparisons of experimental results based on the
random Vibration with the oscillations of actual Stacks were
made by Fujino and Nakagawa(2), Smith and McCarthy(3), and they
had good agreements. In some special cases, however, the
amplitude of oscillation of actual stack exceeds a result of
experiment based on the random Vibration.

Recently, the oscillation has been and is considered to be
a self-excited or self-controlled oscillation. Lift forces on
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a cylinder vary with the oscillation of cylinder and varied liftforces oscillate the cylinder, therefore the system of the
oscillation is considered to have a feed back circuit.

Koopmann(4) showed that the so-called "locking in" region,
in which frequencies of vortex shedding and cylinder oscillation
coinside, is widened with an increase in amplitude of oscillation
and vortex become less irregulär. Toebes(5) ascertained fluctuating

fluid flows behind a cylinder in stationary and oscillating
conditions and also made sure of the correlations of flow along
a cylinder axis. Bishop and Hassan(6), Ferguson and Parkinson
(7) disclosed the phase difference of lift forces from cylinder
oscillation. Keefe(8), Gerrard(9) showed pressures on a cylinder.

Reynolds number is an important factor in the oscillation
of a structure. Roshko(10) revealed the features of aerodynamic
forces at very high Reynolds number. Jones, Cincotta and Walker
(11) showed the oscillating lift forces on an oscillating cylinder

at high Reynolds number. Achenbach(12) made sure of the
pressure distribution around a cylinder. As far as the
oscillating lift force is concerned, the features of lift force are
similar to that at sub-critical Reynolds number.

For a practical reason, Scruton and Rogers(13),(14) have
widely investigated the oscillations of cylindrical structures
and devices for suppressing the oscillation. Fiedler and Wille
(15) showed flows in near wake of a cylinder standing on a surface

and three-dimensionarities. Vickery(16) also ascertained
three-dimensionarities and effects of shear flow which is
boundary layer on a ground. Wootton(17) researched smokestack
oscillations at high Reynolds number and showed a boundary of
random Vibration and regulär Vibration. Cooper and Wardlaw
(18), and Vickery(19) researched on the oscillation of circular
cylinder in the wake of other cylinder and revealed that the
amplitude of oscillation is very large as compared with the
oscillation of isolated cylinder.

According to the above mentioned researches, the oscillation
of a cylinder may be a combined oscillation of self-excited and
random oscillations.
3) Aerodynamic lift force on a cylinder

Lift forces have been measured by many researchers as
mentioned in the previous section, and the literatures(6),(7) show
lift forces on an oscillating cylinder. However, no research
has been conducted to reveal how the lift forces change with
each amplitude of cylinder oscillation.

The lift forces at each amplitude of oscillation have the
most important role in the self-excited oscillation. Therefore,
an experiment was made to get the features of lift force at each
amplitde. For details of an experimental results, refer to the
literature(20).

A wind tunnel was used in this experiment. The test
section of wind tunnel is 1.3 meter in height and 1.0 meter in
width. A cylinder of 0.15 meter in diameter and 1.0 in length
was mounted on a mechanical oscillator and lift forces on the
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oscillated cylinder were measured with strain gauges attached to
supports. Inertia force of the model was electrically taken
away by means of accelerometer.

Aerodynamic lift force has two different kinds of frequencies
as shown by Toebes(5). One of which is the frequency of

cylinder oscillation and the other is the frequency of Karman
vortex, however, they coinside with each other in locking in
region.

Absolute values of the lift forces are shown in figure 1.
The lift force represents only a component having a same frequency

as the mechanically oscillated cylinder has, because they
were calculated through Fourier series expanding of the originallift forces.

The lift forces increase with the amplitude of an oscillated

cylinder and they become maximum at Strouhal number about
0.2. The maximum points, however, move to the region of smaller
Strouhal number. The locking in region was not clear, because
wave forms of the lift forces were irregulär, but it is considered

to be between dotted lines in figure 1.
A calculation was made of Standard deviations of the liftforces which mean fluctuations of lift force in each cycle, in

other words, irregularities of lift force. Figure 2 shows the
Standard deviations. The irregularities increase with a
decrease of lift force and decrease at the region where Strouhal
number is near to 0.2.

Phase differences of the lift force from cylinder
oscillation are shown in figure 3« There are abrupt changes in phase
angles in neighbourhood of Strouhal number 0.2, and the points
of abrupt changes seem to coinside
with the maximum points of liftforces. The phase angles are qual-
itatively similar to those of lit-eratures(6),(7), but the experiment
made by Bishop and Hassan(6) showed
more abrupt changes. Causes of the
difference are not sure but less
abrupt change might be caused by
irregularities of lift forces.
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Figure 4 shows imaginary
part of lift forces which are
out of phase components against
the cylinder oscillation. Peak
values of imaginary part versus
each amplitude of the oscillated
cylinder are shown in figure 5-
The imaginary part does not
always increase with the amplitude
of oscillated cylinder, while
the absolute values increase.

Lift forces obtained from
free oscillation test with a cy-
liner on Springs are also shown
in figure 5. In the calculation
of lift force from the oscillation

test, the maximum amplitudes

were used, while liftforces through the forced
oscillation test were calculated as
mean values. That is the reason
why the result of free oscillation

test showed larger forces
especially at small amplitude
region, and the difference might
be caused by irregularities of
lift forces.

4) Result of oscillation test
in peculiar case

In a case of bluff cylinder,it is heard that amplitudes of
oscillations versus wind velocity

have hysteresis, which
means that the amplitudes have
different values in increasing
and decreasing velocity
processes. These phenomena some
times occur especially in a
circular cylinder with some
accessories on it.

A circular cylinder with
longitudinal strakes shown in
figure 6 was supported on a
spring system in wind tunnel.
Mass of the model is 5.03 kilo-
grams and logarithmic damping
factor is 0.03. A result of the
test is shown in figure 6.
Solid line shows the maximum
values of amplitude. When the
oscillation suppressed, the
amplitude does not increase
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Fig.4 Imaginary part of lift
° Directly measured litt force
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Fig.5 Peak value of imaginary
part in lift force
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Fig.6 Amplitude of cylinder
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1 1\0*0.3 m \)°
/T

d =0.060

*
0.06

0.04

002

1 </X-
//s

/r

*

after relieving the cylinder
from the suppression. <. 3 m
A combination of cross mark

and arrow symbol indicates
the amplitude increases or
decreases from this initial
amplitude. This shows that
there are two stable points
on the amplitude of oscillation.

A cylinder with trip wires
of 0.06D in diameter winded
around it was also tested. The
model is shown in figure 7 and
mass of the model is 28 kilo-
grams and logarithmic damping
factor is 0.028. A result of
the test is shown in figure 7.

Solid line shows the amplitude
of oscillation without any 45 50 55 60 65

external disturbance. Once, an
external disturbance acts on the Fig.7
cylinder, the amplitude becomes
great and after that, traces the
dotted line which is nearly
equal to an amplitude of a
cylinder with a smooth furnace. A cylinder with trip wires of
O.ID in diameter, however, did not oscillated even after a great
external disturbance.

In the former case, another stability point was found by
suppressing the oscillation, but in the other case, another
stability point was detected by giving the external disturbance.

5) Equation of oscillation under lift forces
There are two different kinds of lift forces as mentioned

in section 2) and 3). One of which is lift forces induced with
a cylinder oscillation, and it causes a self-excited oscillation.
The other is the so-called fluctuating lift force, and it induces
a random Vibration.

In a locking in region, a cylinder usually oscillates with
its natural frequency, and in that case, real part of liftforces can be neglected as
compared with inertia force of the
cylinder. Lift Force

Amplitude of cylinder
oscillation with
trip wires

Now, let us consider an
equilibrium of cylinder
oscillation as shown in figure 8.
The real part and imaginary
part of lift forces are os-
cilating with the natural
frequency and so they do not move
or circulate on the diagram in
figure 8, however, fluctuatinglift force is circulating freely.

(Imag

Inertia Force

nary)

Lift Force
(Real)

Fluctuating
Lift Force

Potential
Force

Fig.8

Damping Force

Diagram of cylinder
oscillation
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-L.y.u>.Jl e'^ ei».tdt jf(x)g(x)dx

-7LLey0J'f(x)g(x)dx (z,)

4.4) Energy equilibrium
The oscillation of a cylinder is maintained by the above three

energies, and flow of the energies per unit time must be balanced.
The energy Variation is the following.

#"&*&•<> 09

From the equations(1),(2),(4)

dt w'Tf]J' <jt dt W°27L 2 "a °

^ =wa $ =--±-L,y. to.J f (x)g(x)dx

Putting the above equations into the equation(5)
the following equation can be get

w2.My.-^-*-^-cofMgy.2-^-L0yeü)eJf(x)g(x) o (6)

Simplifying a little more, then

¦^p<-^-a).gy.-AL,= 0 (7)

where A=-^Jf(x)g(x)dx

4.5) Random Vibration
If the lift force(Lo) is independent of cylinder oscillation,
the equation(7) becomes a linear differential equation.

L --ZLne^'nZ ki^!ljti_elw]tei-.t

.]• Ljei"'jt e'"'1

Then, the equation(7) becomes as follows.

-^-?4"<o.gy.-ASLjei«'jtso
The Solution is

y. =-e-JT«wdtjA.f Lie'",« e^fw-9d,dt

-S 2ALJe^)t
ga).»2igw, (a)

The mean value is

ify-'dt =2 (g*.2ÄW (9)

This is the same equation as an approximate equation of
random oscillation.
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When the vector of fluctuating lift force directs upward,
an amplitude of cylinder oscillation becomes larger and when itdirects downward, the amplitude becomes smaller.

If a frequency of the fluctuating lift force is close to
the natural frequency of cylinder oscillation, the vector of
fluctuating lift force circulates slowly on tha diagram. However,
when the frequency is far from the natural frequency, the vector
circulates quickly. In this case, the fluctuating lift force
has no effect on the cylinder oscillation, because the inertia
force is so great as compared with the lift force that the lift
force can not increase the amplitude of oscillation quickly.

With the above assumption, the following equations are
considered.

amplitude of oscillation y(t) y0(t)e'w'*

Variation of amplitude dyft) _iu) v f«vi«».t
with time dt -,u'*,,w<r

where ^Ü.eiu,et« iu).yoeiw»t

An energy of oscillation is stored in the system as a
kinetic energy but the damping force of a structure always dis-
chargea the energy while the lift force is supplying the energy.
Unfortunately however, the energy supply is not always constant
with time.

5.1) Kinetic energy
Kinetic and potential energies are exchanging each other in

each cycle of oscillation and so total energy is expressed using
an amplitude of oscillation.

T -^lül y.2 Jmf2(x)dx -Lu>\ V, M (1)

5.2) Scattering energy due to damping force

3WD D^fdy irWgy.e'^dy
Scattering energy in one cycle is

Wo ¦ jd% iM«J.2gy.J el»«* $~dt= -M<tfy. (e^t e'«.t dt

-7LM^gy.2 (2)
5.3) Energy supply due to lift force

Real part of the lift force does not supply the energy, and
so only imaginary part is considered.

L(t)=iL.(t)eia>«tg(x) (3)

3W« L(t)dy i Ue'-'ot dy Jf(x)g(x)dx

Energy supply in one cycle is
2*.

Wa =^Wa IL.| e^t ^-dt Jf(x)g(x)dx
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5.6) Oscillation with linear lift force
The lift force linear to the amplitude of oscillation can

be expressed as follows.
Le(t.y.)= Cy.*^L)ei"']t

Then, the equation(7) becomes as the following.
d^*(yü)0g-AC)y.-A^L]eiu'it =0 (10)

In this case, the oscillation changes as if the damping
force of the system varied and if 2AOit)0g, flutter occurs.

5.7) Oscillation with non-linear lift force
The lift force can be expressed as the following.

L.(t,ye) L.(ye)*SFjeiu»]t 0
The equation(7) becomes as the following.
#¦? {yWcg-AL0(y.)| -ASLje'-J^O (11)

This is the equation of oscillation combined with self-
excited and random ones.

6) Discussion
The lift forces on a smooth cylinder shown in figure 5 is

the aerodynamic forces expressed by Lo(y<>) in equation(ll).
The difference between lift forces through free oscillation test
and forced oscillation test may be caused by the fluctuatinglift forces represented by Lie|W* • Unfortunately, we did not
measure the frequency components of the fluctuating lift force,
but when the frequency is close to the natural frequency of
cylinder oscillation, a total lift force becomes expressed by
dotted line in figure 5. However, it looks like over estimated.

The lift forces Lo(yo) on a cylinder with accessories were
not measured, but may be represented by solid line shown in
figure 9| because there are two amplitude of oscillation. The
amplitude of oscillation increases in the region where a liftforce is greater than a damping
force and vice versa, and so the
point(l) is a stable neutral point
and point(2) is unstable neutral
point. If there is no fluctuating

lift force, the cylinder does
not oscillate at all or oscil-
lates steadily with the amplitude
of point(l). If there is a little
fluctuating lift force, the liftforce is added to the solid line
and becomes as dotted line(l) but
the added value depends on an
absolute value of the fluctuatinglift force and frequency
component. In this case, the point
(A) is a stable point and this oscil-

Point (B)

Damping
Force

xForce ©/
/ / N \u/©

/ / \ \' / \©1Point (A)
I Lift©Point

Force

Vis

Fig.9 Oscillation mechanism
of actual smokestack
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lation can be considered a random Vibration, because there is
not any regulär oscillation. If there is a great fluctuatinglift force, the total lift force become like dotted line(2)
and in this case, the amplitude increases tili point(B) and the
oscillation consists of random and regulär oscillation.

Actual smokestacks or cylindrical towers have usually some
accessories e.g. ladders, platforms, etc. and so the lift force
against amplitude may be deformed even at very high Reynolds
number. That may be the reason why, on the actual structures,
some structures oscillate while the other similar structures
do not oscillate.
7) Notation

D : cylinder diameter SM : me-chanical Strouhal number
[ : cylinder length I : imaginary part (fMQ/V)
f : air density K : kinetic energy
v : wind velocity Wo! work due to damping force
L : lift force 2 Wa: work due to lift force

CL: lift coefficient (L/2PV Dl) f(x): mode of cylinder oscil-
y : amplitude of oscillation lation
fo : natural frequency g(x): mode of lift force
«),: natural angular frequency g : damping coefficient (5/2-1)
J: Logarithmic damping factor fM : frequency of mechanically

oscillated cylinder
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Summary

Tall and slender structures have a trend to oscillate in
wind. The oscillation is usually in combinations of self-excited
and random oscillations, and the lift force varies with the
amplitude of cylinder oscillation. The lift force on a cylinder
with accessories is so deformed that, some times, a trigger is
needed to oscillate the cylinder. Fluctuating lift force due to
turbulence in natural wind or in wake of other structures may
become the trigger.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A free-standing, three-legged, latticed steel tower has been instrumented
for studying its dynamic response to wind forces. This paper describes the
location of the structure, the structural details, the mathematical representation
of the structure, and the computed and experimentally determined dynamic
characteristics of the tower. The tower is 150 feet high, and is located at the U.S.
Marine Corps Air Station, Kaneohe Bay, on the island of Oahu, Hawaii. Permission

for its use in this investigation was granted through the courtesy of the
Station because this tower is part of a transmitting system that will be replaced
and the tower is no longer needed in the present communication system.

A mathematical model of the tower was formulated from structural detail
drawings of the structure. The first three translational frequencies and mode

shapes were calculated for two orthogonal horizontal directions. The tower was
then subjected to man-excited oscillations, and the fundamental frequency and
critical damping ratio for the first mode were determined, for the same directions,

from accelerograms. Finally, a Fourier Analysis was performed on the
accelerograms for the tower under ambient conditions, and the first two periods
were obtained for both directions. There was good agreement among the predicted
and experimentally determined natural frequencies.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE TOWER

Figure 1 shows the tower as seen from the north. The horizontal coordinate
directions in Table 1 show that the x direction points to the west and the y
direction to the south. Each leg of the tower is rigidly attached to a concrete
footing at the base. The three concrete footings extend approximately 10 feet
below the ground and are approximately 11 feet square at the bottom. Details
concerning wind conditions at the tower site are given in Ref. [1].

The tower is fabricated from steel angles and is triangulär in cross-section
with 14 panel points. It is 25 feet wide at the base and tapers at a constant
slope from the base to the third panel point which is 143 feet above the base.
From the third panel point to the top, the tower width is constant at 4 feet.
Riveted connections are used throughout the structure. All connections and
structural members are relatively rust-free because all components were galvanized

prior to construction. Figure 2 shows the structural details of the
individual members of the structure.
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Table 1 lists the projected areas and masses that were assumed to be
concentrated at panel points for the mathematical model. Additional steel plates
were welded on the horizontal struts at the two levels of the existing platforms
to minimize the effect of torsional movements that could be induced because of
eccentric mass distributions caused by the platforms.

3. INSTRUMENTATION

Open grating platforms were constructed in the center of the tower for
placing accelerometers and anemometers at the five levels shown in Figure 2.
A total of 10 Systron-Donner, Model 420, force balance type accelerometers were
placed at each of the five levels of the tower as shown in Figure 3. Two
accelerometers were mounted in each casing parallel to the x and y axes shown
in Figure 2. Two R.M. Young, Model 27101X, Gi11 Anemometers were also placed
at each of the five levels to measure the x and y components of the wind
velocity as shown in Figure 4.

Analog Signals from these accelerometers and anemometers were relayed via
shielded cäbles to a Multiplexer-Analog/Digital Converter Unit (Redcor Corp.,
Model 720), and the resulting digital information was recorded on a 9-track,
800 BPI, magnetic tape by a Magnetic Tape Recorder (Cipher Data Products Model
70H). The Multiplexer-Analog/Digital Converter and Magnetic Tape Recorder
System is housed in a building approximately 200 feet from the tower, and the
front panel of the system is shown in Figure 5.

4. MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND COMPUTED RESULTS

The tower was idealized as a space truss, and the structural members were
assumed to resist axial loads only. Horizontal loads were assumed to be applied
only at panel points, and secondary stresses were assumed to be negligible.
Under these assumptions, the column elements of the flexibility matrix were
computed by successively applying a unit load horizontally at each panel point
in the x or y direction.

For the dynamic analysis, the tower was modeled mathematically as a dis-
crete system of fourteen masses lumped at the panel points as listed in Table 1.
The mass between midheights above and below a panel point was concentrated at
that point and assumed to be located at the centroid of the horizontal cross
section. The mass may move in the horizontal plane designated by the x and y
axes of Figure 2, but vertical motions were considered negligible. Motions in
the horizontal directions were assumed to be uncoupled. The mass matrix was
diagonal and identical for motion in both x and y directions. The base of the
tower was assumed to be rigid; therefore, the entire tower was assumed to behave
as a lumped mass cantilever beam.

The first three translational natural periods and corresponding mode shapes
in each direction for this tower were computed on the IBM 360, Model 65, digital
Computer at the University of Hawaii. These periods were 0.537 see, 0.169 see,
and 0.084 see in the x direction, and 0.496 see, 0.158 see, and 0.080 see in the
y direction. The corresponding mode shapes are given in Table 2.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The tower was subjected to man-excited oscillation in the x and y directions

according to the method discussed by Hudson, et. dl. [2], to obtain
natural periods of Vibration of the tower. This experiment was repeated
several times on different days of fairly calm wind conditions, so that
damping effects could also be estimated, and the results were averaged.
Figure 6 shows portions of accelerograms obtained at the top Instrumentation
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level (150 ft) for motions in the x and y directions. These records substan-
tiate the assumption that Vibration in the two orthogonal horizontal directions
are uncoupled. Vertical and horizontal motions of the supports were not dis-
cernable from response records taken at the bases and hence the assumption of
a rigid foundation is valid.

It was fairly easy to force the tower into vibrating in a purely fundamental

mode as shown in Figure 6. From records such as these, the fundamental
periods of Vibration were determined for the two directions. It was difficult
to force the tower into vibrating purely in the second or third modes. Figure 7
shows the responses caused by wind. The fundamental mode predominates although
the second and third modes are discernable occasionally at relatively much
smaller amplitudes of Vibration. Thus, close inspection of the chart records
for small ambient amplitudes of Vibration permits estimates of these higher
modes.

Table 3 shows good agreement among the predicted and experimentally determined

natural periods of Vibration for the first three translational modes. The
periods determined from field data were 0.54 see, 0.18 see, and 0.08 see for the
x direction, and 0.50 see, 0.16 see, and 0.09 see for the y direction.

Table 4 compares the experimental and predicted first mode shape. The
experimental points were determined by taking ratios of the simultaneous amplitude

of the accelerogram records for the various levels. All mode shapes are
normalized with respect to the top level.

Critical damping ratios for the fundamental modes of Vibration from the
man-excited records were estimated using the logarithmic decrement method that
is applicable when damping is small. Damping for the fundamental mode was
estimated from several sections of the field data. The averaged critical damping
ratios were approximately 0.3 and 0.5 percent of critical in the x and y directions,

respectively.

A ladder which was attached to the leg of the tower along the y direction
probably contributed to the difference in natural periods and critical damping
ratios between the two horizontal directions. This ladder probably slightly
increased the stiffness and energy absorption capacity along the y direction.

6. FOURIER ANALYSIS 0F AMBIENT VIBRATION RECORDS

Digitized accelerograms on magnetic tape were subjected to Fourier analysis
to determine the natural periods of Vibration of the tower. Each continuous
accelerogram consisted of 1023 data points taken at intervals of 0.025 seconds,
for a time length of approximately 25.55 seconds. The resulting Nyquist
frequency of 20 Hz is thus well above the first three frequencies of the tower in
either direction. Similar studies have been reported recently by Murota and
Ishizaki for a tower I3J, and by Van Koten [4], and Trifunac [5] for buildings.

Although the natural periods could be obtained from the analysis of only
one record in each direction, the frequency resolution of approximately 0.04 Hz

was not considered satisfactory for this analysis. Thus longer records
consisting of four sequential records connected together were used for both x and y
horizontal directions. Because two data points between each individual record
were lost due to a time gap between each record, these values were assumed to be
equal to the mean for this analysis. While this procedure may introduce slight
errors [6], its effect on the estimate of the lower frequencies in the Fourier
Amplitudes was considered small enough to yield satisfactory values in this
ränge.
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The total time of each lengthened record corresponded approximately to 100
seconds, thus giving a frequency resolution of 0.01 Hz. Such lengthened
accelerograms for the accelerometers at the top of the tower were subjected to
Computer analysis. A Fast Fourier Transform Program developed by Sande [7] was
used to obtain the Fourier coefficients of the accelerograms. The coefficients
were then modified by the formula: (F.j)M 0.25 F..-, + 0.50 Fi + 0.25 Fi+1

where (F.)M and F. are respectively the modified and original coefficients of
point i. Figure 8 shows the squared modified Fourier coefficients plotted as
a function of frequency.

From this figure, the two lowest translational frequencies in the x direction

are 1.88 and 5.48 Hz, corresponding to natural periods of 0.53 and 0.18
seconds. For the y direction they are 2.03 and 5.85 Hz, or natural periods of
0.49 and 0.17 seconds. These are in agreement with values determined by other
methods described previously (Table 3). The third translational frequencies
were barely discernable in Figure 8; a torsional frequency of 7.39 Hz is also
evident.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The mathematical model of the tower, with the flexibility coefficients
derived by assuming an idealized space truss and with lumped masses at the
panel point, is adequate. Experimental data substantiated the assumptions of
a rigid foundation and of essentially uncoupled motions in the horizontal
orthogonal directions. Previous studies showed that three translational modes
are adequate for dynamic analysis of free-standing towers that do not have
eccentric distributions of masses.

The experimental data showed that the fundamental mode of Vibration pre-
dominates in free-standing structures such as the tower used for this study.
There was good agreement among the predicted and experimentally determined
natural translational periods. Results from the Fourier analysis of ambient
Vibration records corroborated these periods. The tower has a fairly low
damping ratio for the fundamental mode of Vibration.
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SUMMARY

The dynamic characteristics of a free-standing latticed tower, obtained
from analysis and field experiment, are discussed. Results from a Fourier
analysis of ambient response records are also presented. There was good
agreement among the three sets of answers for the translational frequencies.
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TABLE 1

CONCENTRATED MASSES AND PROJECTED AREAS

Panel
Point

Elev.
t«)

Projected
Area (sq.ft.)

D.L. (LB.) at
Panel Point

1 150 2.87 1810

2 147 5.22 510

3 143 8.06 750

4 137 8.75 810

5 130 10.32 920

6 123 11.97 1790

7 115 14.12 1190

8 107 16.76 1360

9 97 19.30 2940

10 87 23.32 1900

11 75 28.08 3580

12 61 32.35 2940

13 45 43.45 5670

14 25 60.37 5240

1. Values for projected area are for one
face only.

2. Values for O.L. are for entire tower.
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TABLE 2

COMPUTED NORMALIZED MODE SHAPES

(Normalized with respect to bottom panel)

X DIRECTION Y DIRECTION

Panel First Second Third First Second Third
Point Mode Mode Mode Mode Mode Mode

1 44.05 -6.16 1.93 39.93 -5.60 1.78
2 42.19 -5.15 1.30 38.31 -4.73 1.23
3 39.69 -3.77 0.42 36.15 -3.59 0.52
4 36.11 -1.98 -0.56 33.00 -2.00 -0.41
5 32.15 -0.20 -1.41 29.50 -0.38 -1.14
6 28.46 1.25 -1.79 26.22 0.93 -1.56
7 24.55 2.49 -1.76 22.71 2.10 -1.63
8 20.98 3.35 -1.43 19.47 2.95 -1.44
9 16.94 3.99 -0.87 15.82 3.61 -0.90

10 13.39 4.14 -0.06 12.56 3.83 -0.21
11 9.71 3.94 0.80 9.18 3.72 0.63
12 6.25 3.26 1.46 5.96 3.13 1.29
13 3.32 2.23 1.66 3.19 2.20 1.56
14 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

TABLE 3

COMPUTED AND EXPERIMENTALLY DETERMINED NATURAL PERIODS OF VIBRATION

Period (See.)
X DIRECTION Y DIRECTION

Mode Computed
Experimental

Computed
Experimental

(a) (b) (a) (b)

1

2
3

0.537
0.169
0.084

0.54
0.18
0.08

0.53
0.18

0.496
0.158
0.080

0.50
0.16
0.09

0.49
0.17

a - Chart records; b - Fourier Analysis

TABLE 4

COMPARISON OF COMPUTED AND EXPERIMENTALLY DETERMINED FIRST MODE SHAPE

Instrument Elevation
X DIRECTION >- DIRECTION-

Level (Ft.) Computed Experimental Computed Experimental3

5 150 1.000 1.00 1.000 1.00
4 123 0.646 0.67 0.656 0.71
3 97 0.385 0.40 0.396 0.45
2 75 0.220 0.25 0.230 0.28
1

a - Chart ri

45

ieörds
0.075 0.10 0.080 0.11
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1. Introduction
The 170 m high PL Peace Tower, shown in Figs. 1 and 2, was constructed in

Osaka, Japan in 1970. The tower is composed of a rigid reinforced concrete
foundation which supports a 12 m high steel framed reinforced concrete podium
of rigid construction which in turn supports a tubulär steel tower structure.
The tower portion is covered with a shotcreted crust which makes the tower into
a huge sculpture of highly complicated configuration. In order to obtain basic
data for earthquake and wind resistant design of this tower of unprecedented
shape, extensive research studies comprising Observation of micro tremors of the
ground; wind tunnel tests using 1/100 scale models; static loading tests on 1/33
models including those tested to failure; free Vibration tests; bending and
shearing tests on shotcreted crust of the tower models, etc. were conducted.
In addition, the actual Vibration of the tower was observed upon its completion.

TOP
OBSERVATIO
DECKS

IIA Ji

INTERMEDIATE
OBSERVATION
DECKS

1.210 i

STRUC
FOUNDATION 13.100 i

J

ARCH. FOUNDATION

Fig. 1 PL Peace Tower Fig.2 Illustrative Drawing
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This report deals with the experimental test on 1/33 scale models conducted
for the purpose of obtaining some basic data on which to base a simulated Vibration

model for a dynamic structural analysis. The experiments consisted of the
load-by-gravity tests, the concentrated lateral load tests and the free Vibration

tests at various loading stages. While the load-by-gravity tests were
non-rupture tests in which the lateral forces proportional to the weights of
various parts of the tower were applied, the concentrated lateral loading tests
were carried to the failure of the specimens.

2. Test Models

Based on the original design height of the tower which was 160 m, the scale
of 1/33 was adopted for the models, taking into aecount the available space of
the testing Station. This scale resulted in the models having a height of
4.697 m, with all other dimensions simüarly reduced, the original form of the
proposed tower being maintained. The models were framed by the use of the same
materials as those used for the actual tower, i.e., [] - 150 x 75 x 20 x 4.5 for
the central shaft and steel bars for inclined columns, diagonal webs and upper
framework of the tower. Two models, A and B, were prepared, both provided with
horizontal diaphragms so as to facilitate the preparation of the tower shaft
which was of a very complicated form. The models were designed to have sectional

area of steel five times as large as that proportional to a 1/33 scale model.

A A
t-*.s „x
_£ 9 -£"8

i-r-

i^*
I5*.x7.ix2üx4 ¦,

»XKX2DX4.SO

£-E 5

*»« J

cat

rS^Cl\
I
%E

i«K
V. L

w

Fig. 3 Framing of the Model Fig. 4 Model

The outer crusts of these models were composed of shoterete on wire laths
placed on the outer face of diaphragms, all applied in the same manner as
proposed for the actual tower.

The models were somewhat simplified when compared with the actual tower
which, with self-standing columns and branch-like members, is very complicated;
however, the basic characteristics of the tower configuration is considered
fairly well represented by the models. The cross sectional area of the
shoterete crust turned out to be 11 times and 14.5 times as large as that
proportional to 1/33 models with regard to Model A and Model B respectively.
In the load-by-gravity tests where the test loads were casued by the models'
own weight, slabs of steel were attached to the upper and intermediate Observation

deck levels so as to cause the gravity loads corresponding to the loads to
which these decks would be subjected to.
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Tables 1 and 2 show the measured data of the completed models. Mechanical
properties of shotcreted crust and structural steel are shown in Tables 3 and 4.
The load-by-gravity tests and concentrated load tests were conducted when the
shoterete was aged one week and five weeks respectively.

table 1. Weight of Models

Model A Model B

Steel frame "1

Oiaphragm J
Added weight

(kg)

690

500

(kg)

690

500

Total steel weight 1 190 1 190

Shoterete
{ p specific

gravity)

570

(f 2.01)

570

{?- 2.14)

Total weight 1 760 1 990

Mean thickness of
shoterete 2.18 cm 2.89 cm

Table 3. Mechanical Properties of Steel

Steel Sectional
area

Yield
point

Tensile
strength

Elongation
ratio

(cm2) (t/cm2) (t/cm2) (*)
28 i 6.256 2.86 4.47 32

22 i 3.841 3.04 4.98 30

19 i 2.821 3.07 4.93 31

16 i 2.019 2.96 4.56 33

9 i 0.593 2.86 4.29 33

t-4.5
([]- 150 x 76 x 20

x 4.5
2.73 4.04 32

Table 2. Relationship of Cross Section and Weight of
Actual Structure to Those of Models

Values by
measurement

on models

Values as
designed for

models

Model
A

Sectional area
of steel
Sectional area
of shoterete

Total weight

)2 x 5

)2x 11

)3 x 17.6

)2x 5

)2 x 5

)3 x 10

Kodel
B

Sectional area
of steel
Sectional area
of shoterete

Total weight

)2x 5

)2 x 14.5

)3 x 20

)2 x 5

)2 x 5

)3 x 10

Table 4. Mechanical Properties of Shoterete

Material
age

Compressive
strenqth
(kg/cm2)

Crushing
strength
(kg/cm?)

Young's
Modulus

(x IO5 kg/cm2)

Model A
1 week

5 weeks

298

386

28.7 1.97

1.82

Model B
1 week

5 weeks

174

165

16.0 1.43

1.20

Value proportional to 1/33 scale model

3. Methods of Testing
Of the two loading methods, the loading-by-gravity was planned so that the

lateral loads proportional to various members would be imposed on the members.
For this purpose, the models were fixed at the base and were turned up and down.
This type of loading may be considered to have simulated the conditions caused
by the Vibration of the fundamental mode. The intensity of the loading was
rather small compared with the strength of materials used for the models; therefore,

the experiments were conducted only within the elastic ränge of the models.
On the contrary, the concentrated loading was intended to simulate the conditions

under the ultimate loading.
In the load-by-gravity tests, each model constructed in an upright position

was placed on a rotating hub of the testing apparatus together with the tower-
shaped gauge holders which surrounded the model and the model was turned up and
down 180° as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. In turning round the model the angle of
rotation was controlled by means of a chain block and a pulley. The rotation was
in north-south direction. The deflections of the models were measured with dial
gauges whereas their strain were measured with wire strain gauges. The behav-
iours of steel under loading were observed by means of high-sensitive
semi-conduetor gauges which were used in combination with the aforesaid gauges.
In addition, a total of nine measurement instruments as shown in Fig.7, four on
compressive side and five on tensile side, were mounted along the outermost faces
of each model in order to measure the local curvature Variation of the outer
crust.
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For the concentrated loading tests, the model was connected to the loading
wall by the use of a cable, which was pulled by means of a chain block so that
a tensile force was imposed on the model. The cable was so supported as to be
in a horizontal position during the test. For each model, the deflection was
measured at Point 1 (apex), Point 2 (4.048 m in height) and Point 3 (3-333 m in
height), and the load was imposed at Points 2 and 3. Deflections and strains
were measured by the use of same instruments as those used for the load-by-
gravity tests.

*

1.250

TEST
S1'ECIME\

l4

Fig. 5 Loading Apparatus

^SCREWED

Fig. 6

KNIFE-EDCED ON CONCRETE ANCHORED
SUPPORT SURFACE INTO SHOTCRETE

Fig. 7 Curvature Measurement
Instrument

UPPER PLATE FOR
LOAD APPLICATION

wl
41 j

LOWER PLATE Füll CHAIN
LOAD APPLICATION BL0CK
¦ —Tr- rrrrs —^

LOAD OPERATINC
PLATFORMCELL

B0LT50*

Fig. 8 Concentrated Loading
Apparatus

Test Results
No cracks whatsoever were caused to the models by the load-by-gravity

tests. Fig. 9 shows the load-deflection curves for these tests. It was generally
found that the force normal to the axis of the tower (expressed K Sin 9,

where 6 rotation angle) and the deflection were in a linear relationship;
however, some decrease of rigidity was observed when the rotation angle approached
6 7C/2. Table 5 shows the results of studies on the initial rigidity values
as observed at Points 1, 2 and 3 during the tests. In the table, the theoretical

rigidity values for the case where the model was assumed to be a solid
cantilever having the moments of inertia equal to those of the various horizontal

sectional areas were taken as 1. Further, the theoretical values for the
case where steel frame alone was considered effective are shown in Column 1 and
the foregoing values modified by considering the curvature Variation of the outer

crust as will be discussed later are shown in Column 2 of the table.
Column 3 of the same table shows the measured rigidity values.
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Table 5. Rigidity Ratio

The rigidity of the solid cantilever as described in
Para. 5 being taken as unity.

Model A Model B

Measuring points 1 2 3 1 2 3

Rigidity ratio
1 where steel frame

only is effective
0.057 0.089 0.123 0.049 0.058 0.096

Rigidity ratio
where the local

2 bending of crust
is taken into
aecount in analysis

0.47 0.47 0.40 0.64 0.64 0.63

Rigidity ratio
r based on initial

values obtained
by tests

0.34 0.33 0.33 0.46 0.47 0.50

If the theoretical rigidity
value of the solid

cantilever was taken as
100%, the measured values
for Model A and Model B

were 33% and 50% respectively.

It is believed
that the initial rigidi-
ties as observed during
the experiments are fairly
well aecounted for by the
modified values shown in
Column 2 of the table.
The deformations at the
apex of the models were
2.40 mm for Model A and
2.14 mm for Model B.

Fig. 10 shows the
load-deflection curves;
Table 6, the initial
rigidity ratios of models;
and Table 7, yield
strength, ultimate
strength and corresponding
deformations; all for
concentrated loading tests.
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Fig. 10 Load-Deflection Curve
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Table 6. Rigidity Ratio

The rigidity of the solid cantilever as described in Para.5 being taken as unity.

Model A Model B

Measuring points 1 2 3 Mean 1 2 3 Mean

Initial rigidity
by tests

Loading
or
upper
part

0.23' 0.19 0.30 0.24 0.27 0.30 0.34 0.30

Rigidity
Loading
on
lower
part

0.32 0.31 0.29 0.31 0.56 0.21 0.44 0.40

Table 7. Permissible Load Bearing Capacity Proved by Tests

Points
of
Load
Application

Permissible load
(R - 1/200)

Permissible load
(R 1/100)

Permissible load
(Max)

Py(t) c?top (cm) Py'(t) ijtop (cm) P max(t) S top (cm)

Model A
Upper part
Lower part

1.5 2.5
5.0 2.5

2.08 5.0
6.2 5.0

2.17 6.1 (1/79)
7.75 30 (1/16)

Model 8
Upper part
Lower part

1.86 2.5

5.15 2.5 6.5 5.0
2.68 4.8 (1/100)
8.25 24 (1/20)

Values in represent Joint translation angles.

Table 8. Permissible Load Bearing Capacity Proved by Analysis
(up to Level 1.965 m)

Yield point of column Yield point of column Strength of column Strength of column

Yield point of shaft Strength of shaft Yield point of shaft Strength of shaft

Permissible
Load

(A 0.75)
5'82 (B 0.71)

t (A 0.87)
6-75

(B 0.82)

(A 1.05)
8J5t (B 0.99) 9.10 *

Values in represent
Value resulting from analysis

Theoretical value

— P

— P,

SHEAR CRACK

CRACKS Ul'ü TU STRESSES

CRACKS HtFORL THE TFST

Pu... 2. 17l liar -6. 1 cm
Pi...-7.75i «Tup"32cm

A few examples are indicated in
Fig. 11 to show how cracks
appeared in the shotcreted crusts
of the models. Some cracks had
already took place prior to the
tests because of the shrinkage
due to drying. The cracks due
to stresses in shoterete were
first caused by the shrinkage on
the tensile side. They were
followed by the vertical cracks
and crushing on the compressive
side at the next stage, and by
the shear cracks at the ultimate
stage.

Fig. 11 Cracks Caused by the
Concentrated Loading Test
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Where the load was applied to the upper part of the model, the strength was

governed by the shear resistance of the shoterete at the point of load application.
Where the load was applied to the lower part, the buckling of the steel

column in compression located between the diaphragms was the governing factor.
The different structural behaviours under the loads applied to different points
of models resulted in the difference in permissible strengths shown in Table 7.
In Table 8, the sums of the load bearing capacity of steel columns and that of
central shaft, both as obtained by the analysis for the case where the load was

applied to the lower part of the model, are compared with the corresponding load
bearing capacity as obtained by the tests. The bearing capacity referred to
above was taken as being equal to the yield point or strength of the material.
For the central shaft, however, a certain elasto-plastic coefficient was assumed,
and the bearing capacity contributed by the columns was computed on the assumption

that the lever arm was equal to the spacing of the columns. It may be
induced from the table that the steel members partially entered a State of strain
hardening, and the shotcreted elements also contributed to increase the bearing
capacity on the compressive side.

5. Deformation of Shoterete Crust and Its Effects on Tower Structure Deflection

Fig. 12 indicates the relationship between the loads and the curvature
variations due to stresses in shotcreted elements.

Fig. 12 Load-Curvature Curve

It is assumed that the overall deflection of the tower is a summation of
and (2) described below:
Deflection of an imaginary solid cantilever beam in which shotcreted crust
is fully integrated with steel frame. The solid cantilever beam is assumed

to have the moments of inertia equal to those of the various cross sections
involved.
Deflection caused by the local bending of the shoterete crust located on
compressive and tensile extreme fibres of the tower structure. Because of
the surface irregularities along the generating line of the tower shaft,
this type of deflection was taken into aecount.

For Type (2) deflection, the analyses have been made as follows:
The part (approx. 10 cm in length) for which the curvature due to stresses in
shoterete crust was measured was assumed to form an arc-shaped section. If

(1)
'(1)

.(2)
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the length of this arc, the length of the corresponding chord and the curvature
after deformation are expressed as j£ %(, and <f> (where Cp the original
curvature.^ + the curvature Variation due to stresses 4^) respectively, then,

X-c. \f^ t5-1)

If it is further assumed that the change of jf does not give any influence on
the deflection caused by the bending of shotcreted elements described in (2),
then £ may be considered constant in. Equation (5.1). From this equation, the
variations of chord length ^ can be obtained in proportion to the measured
curvature variations &f> caused by the stresses in rigid shotcreted elements.
Hy adopting the expression that,

X-%. £-*/&
(where X.$ and <£ represent the chord length and curvature prior to
deformation.

the following equation can be written:

v sjM^M) (5 2)

Thp increase of V expressed as <aXf= p*o)resu^-ti'n% ^rom tne increase of <jj>

expressed as d$> f-&<jy'(f. \ can then be written as follows provided that & jg is
very smallt

•¦&)('(i4<dii -i)a£ (5.3)

j\nd from the measurement results, we have,

JAjgf ^ o,o4-6 -••- <5-4>

It should be noted thatj^X in Equation (5.3) corresponds to the strains at
the tensile and compressive extreme fibres with regard to the plane perpendicular

to the axis of the tower. The.ilX referred to above, however, wa»
modified by multiplying it by the cosine corresponding to the axis of the tower
at the points where measurement was taken.

The values of curvature for the tower as a whole were obtained by linear
Interpolation for the part in between the measuring points whereas the values
obtained at the nearest measuring points were adopted without modification for
the apex and base outside the measuring points.

The results of analyses so far described are plotted on Fig. 9 and Table 5.
In case of Model A, the load-deflection curves as obtained from the analyses,
the theoretical curves in which (9 O -^ ""/16 and coefficient of seismic force

TJ, * 0 - 0.2 coincide well with the measured curves until the coefficient "rV

reaches 0*5 approximately at which value tJ»e measured curves begin to show the
decrease of rigidity. In case of Model B, the curves for theoretical values
coincide well with those for measured values until the seismic coefficient
reaches 0.4 or so where the rigidity begins to decrease as can be observed from
the curves for measured values. Unlike Model A, it is noticed in Model B that
the theoretical curves show smaller deflections than measured curves for the
same coefficient. The values shown at the column 3 of Table 5 are the
arithmetical means of the theoretical values computed for the compressive side and
those computed for the tensile side, both at tha point where -ßi. 1.0 and Q

«72.
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6. Reflection of Test Results on the Design

A micro-vibration test conducted with a pick-up placed at Measurement
Point 2 indicated the primary natural period of T^ 0.080 see and the damping
constant of h 2% for Model A. The corresponding values for Model B were
Ti 0.079 see and h 2.8%, as shown in Table 9.

Table 9. Vibration Test Results

(at Measuring Point 2)

Before load
application

After the upper part
was loaded to failure
of the model

After the lower part
was loaded to failure
of the model

Model A
Tl
h

0.080 see

2.0 5!

0.083 see

2.3 %

0.092 see

0.64 %

Model B
Tl
h

0.079 see

2.8 %

0.084 see

1.8 X

0.103 see

0.68 *

T] : fundamental period (see)

Pick up period 1 see

h : damping coefficient [%)

In the load-by-gravity tests where the maximum deflection at the apex was

\ cm, the values of c at T "f\ /c were 6.1 and 5.9 for Model A and Model B

respectively. When the theoretical value T-^ 0.95 see as computed on the
assumption that the tower was a solid cantilever beam was compensated by a factor
for initial rigidity decrease, then T^ 1.66 see and T^ 1.40 see were obtained

for Model A and Model B respectively.
As it became possible to predict the characteristics of Vibration and the

mechanism of rupture of the actual tower, the natural period and damping
coefficient were assumed by reference to the values obtained by the experiment, and
the tower's response to various pattern of earthquake waves was computed for
analysis to provide the data on which to base the cross sections at the final
design stage. As for the effects of external forces, earthquakes rather than
wind loads were found to give greater influence, and consequently seismic
resistance became the primary design consideration. The measured periods of
actual tower under the influence of micro-tremors were found to be 1.82 see
(h 0.6%) for the fundamental mode of Vibration. The similar values for the
secondary and the tertiary modes were 0.6 see and 0.31 respectively.

7. Conclusions

The major findings observed in the experiments using 1/33 scale models may
be summarized as follows:
(1) Despite an unprecedented testing method employed for the load-by-gravity

tests, the experiment was carried out without encountering much difficulty.
(2) The rigidity of the models subjected to the load-by-gravity tests was found

to have the values intermediate between the rigidity of the structure in
which shotcreted crust and steel frame are considered fully integrated to
form effective sectional area and the rigidity of structure for which steel
frame only forms effective sectional area. The measured rigidity of Model
A was approximately 1/3 of the value which would have been obtained if the
entire combined sections had been effective. This relative value was about
1/2 in case of Model B which had a thicker crust. A similar tendency was
observed during the concentrated tests from which it was found that the
values of initial rigidity were about 1/4 - 1/3 and about 1/3 - 1/2 for
Model A and Model B respectively. The rigidity values thus made predieta-
ble from the experiments were considered reasonably accurate to serve the
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purpose of the structural design which ensued.

(3) In the concentrated loading tests, the load-bearing capacity of the model
loaded at the upper part was governed by the shear resistance of the
shoterete at the point to which the load was applied whereas the capacity was
governed by the buckling of the steel in compression in case the load was

applied to the lower part. The deflection of the apexes of the models
reached 1/16 - 1/20 in these cases, which was considered indicative of
sufficient ductility.

(4) The natural periods of the models tended to prolong as the fracture pro-
gressed. This tendency was considered due to the decrease of rigidity.
On the contrary, the damping constant tended to decrease as the fracture
progressed.

(5) When the rigidity of shoterete was taken into aecount based on technologi¬
cal evaluation of the test results in order to simulate Vibration models
for analysis, the fundamental period and damping constant became 1.84 and
2% respectively.

(6) The tower was constructed to the design which was based on the results of
these experiments. The natural period of the actual tower under micro
tremors was observed and found to coincide well with that of the models.

Summary

In order to obtain the data for earthquake-resistant design of a 170 m high
sculptural tower composed of steel frames and shotcreted crust, loading tests
were conducted on 1/33 scale models. For the loading tests, the models were
fixed at the base and turned up and down. Thus, the members involved were
subjected to lateral forces proportional to their weight nearly in the same way as

they would be under earthquakes. It was indicated by these experiments that
the rigidity of models could be aecounted for by taking into consideration the
local bending of shoterete. The tests also helped to clarify the structural
behaviours under ultimate loads. The experiments served their intended purposes
satisfactorily as the test results were in many ways reflected in the final
design.
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Introduotion

The contribution described herein forms part of a study of the gust
responses of flexible structures such as long-spanned bridges, tall-slender
buildings and towers. Dynamic excitation of structures by wind action can
usually referred to the following causes: (1) instability of the galloping, stall
flutter and (classical) flutter types, (2) buffetting by vortices and turbulence
shed in the wake of the structure, (3) buffetting by gusts and (4) buffetting
by vortices shed by the other surrounding structures. These causes are possible
either together or separately.

The indication of criteria for the determination of the effects of gusts
have been so far considered, in the form of gust factor 1), 2), with regard to
the oscillation of mean wind direction (drag component), and a number of other
factor have not been so much investigated owing to the difficulty of generaliza-
tion. They could, however, be indispensable, for instance, when there is a

possibility of negative aerodynamic damping. Many common structural shapes have
usually a potential of instability at certain critical wind velocities. Such

structural shapes as square, rectangular and H-shaped sections, plate girder
bridges, truss bridges and streamlined sections are those with which aerodynamic
instability or vortex excitation has been known to occur.

In this paper it is indicated that the dynamic effects of gusts on items
except (4) described above are generally expressed by using unsteady aerodynamic
forces obtained experimentally or theoretically, and a couple of illustrative
examples are presented in the calculation of gust responses of particular structural

cases.

Formulation of Gust Responses

The proper recognition of the dynamic effects of wind in conjunction with
design wind velocity estimates depends on the prediction of the Statistical
distribution of the responses of the structure--stress, deflection or local
pressure. To derive these distributions it is well known that two types of
information are required with the distribution of reference wind velocities
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observed at the site of the structure and the aerodynamic responses based on a

certain reference wind velocity. The reference wind velocity and the structure
of the wind are assumed to be already known in the following discussion.

In smooth flow the unsteady aerodynamic forces acting on a two-dimensional
body oscillating with displacements of lift motion Z(t) and pitching moment
motion <(>(£) at circular frequency oo are expressed as:
for the lift force,

L ,p(§) V [(LZR iLZI)^y (L+R * iL4I)#]

and for the pitching moment, (1)

M „pcfjV [(MZR iMzl)^j (M^R + tM#I)*]

where i iPT, p is air density, B is the width of the body in the wind direction
and the unsteady aerodynamic coefficients L__, L and M are real

functions of reduced frequency

5 U TT L2 UJ L '

at wind velocity U and frequency n. The only theoretical analysis for the
unsteady aerodynamic coefficients have been derived for a flat plate section as
follows:

4 ¦ lzr + iLzi ¦" S0^' L* \r + l\i= - TTf^ - h[1 + c(*c)]
1-7I5J

(3)

MZ MZR + iMZI fc«). M* " V + iM*I ~^^ " Ä[1 " C(^)]

in which C(ir£) F(tt£) + iG(irt;) is a complex Theodorsen function 3). As far as
structural shapes described above are concerned, generally speaking, it is
difficult to derive these unsteady aerodynamic coefficients analytically, and there
is no way to derive other than experimental measurements. The measured coefficients

are given in Fig. 1 for a couple of sections 4) together with a flat plate
section. The measuring experiments were carried out by a so-called forced
oscillation method, in which the unsteady coefficients are obtained by giving a

body forced oscillations with constant amplitude and frequency as a parameter
of E.

In turbulent flow with mean wind velocity U and fluctuating velocity components

of along wind u and cross wind w (vertical) or V (lateral), the aerodynamic
forces that act on a body are partly due to the fluctuating components of turbulent

flow and partly due to the motion of the body itself, that is, part of
unsteady aerodynamic forces. The latter part must, strictly speaking, be different

from that in smooth flow. Thus, the aerodynamic forces can be expressed in
turbulent flow as:

L* wp(|)V [(LZR* iLzl*)^j CL * iL *)?] L (t)
4

C4)

M* np(|) oi2
[(MZR* + iUzl*)^-+ (M^R* + ityj*)*] Mf(*)

1 i iR
in which the reduced frequency £ —Cött) • Whether or not the forces induced by
above two parts are linearly superposaole will be a question requiring further
attention in the understanding of the identification of each part and the complex
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interaction between the turbulence in the approaching flow and the wake generated
by the oscillatory body. Each coefficients of eq. (4) is available in principle
by the same forced oscillation method as in smooth flow, if the turbulent flow
in wind tunnel is well simulated to the natural wind.

It can be seen that the justification of the Separation into two independent
parts and the superposition of them in eq. (4) depends on the assumption of small
disturbances. Then, as the first approximation, the expression of eq. (4) may be
valid and the replacement of coefficients L *, L *, and M * by LZR, L

and M,T in smooth flow can be assumed for turoulence of small intensity.

Including several kinds of oscillations such as vertical one of bridges due
to vertical components of turbulence, lateral one of tall-slender structures
transverse to the mean wind direction caused by lateral components of turbulence
as well as oscillations of the mean wind direction caused by longitudinal
components, the gust responses of flexible structures to atmospheric turbulence can
be expressed as in the following discussion by means of such the aerodynamic
forces as given in eq. (4). All the aerodynamic characteristics of structural
shapes, whether the section is stable or there is a possibility of negative
aerodynamic damping, should be represented in the forms of unsteady aerodynamic
forces.

Let us consider an illustrative analysis of vertical responses to vertical
components w of turbulent flows of a system that has coupled oscillation
characteristics with vertical and torsional motions. The spectrum S„(a;; n) of the
displacement Z(x; t) at a point x of the span in the rth mode can be expressed by

Sz{x; n) Su(w) |XL(*)|2 |JU(")|2 \\&\ n)\2 (5)

in which S (n) is the spectrum of vertical component w of turbulence, |X (w)|
W L

the frequency response (admittance) of the lift to a sinusoidal gust w, |X_(x; n) \

the frequency response of the displacement to a sinusoidal lift force, and

|j (n)| named the Joint acceptance.

As to the frequency response of the displacement to a sinusoidal lift force,
it can be obtained by examining the dynamic Solution of the system subjected to
a harmonic exciting lift L„(t) L e at x x.. Using the expressions of eqs.

J O L

(1) and (4) and letting M„(t) ¦ 0, the equations of motion are:
2

m [Z + i ' 2? us Z + w. Z] - L L-

2
8 |> + z • 2?2(D2<fi + (u2 <j>] - M

(6)

where m and 6 are the mass and the polar moment of inertia per unit length, c
and c,r the mechanical damping ratio, and oi and ou. the circular natural frequency
in vertical and torsional motions, respectively. The Solution is

Z UC, t) 7 'S

TrpCB/2) V
LoeiWt A4 ?(*)+(*!,)

A1A2

A3A4
Jo<(, (x)dx

(6a)

in which <|>(a:) is the rth mode shape, l the span length and
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US. ü).

Al "I- 1 + ^hlT + ^ - CLZR + iLzP' A2 " " (V + *V
W2 "2,2,

A3 " * <MZR + iMZI^ A4 Vt" 1 + ^ST + (^ 1 " CV + *V
m

u 2 ' 4
Trp(B/2)Z irp(B/2)4

The quantity |xPx; ri)\ is, therefore, derived as
LJ

1v 11 * C*) A4
X_(ä; n)' - - - ¦•¦-

Z '

ttp(B/2)2ü)2 A1A2

A3A4

(6b)

(6c)

(7)

which differs from the familiär resonance curve of the mechanical admittance,
and the Joint acceptance is expressed by

|JUC«)|2 \\\l^{xx^(x^\\w{xv x2; n)dxxdx2 / [/o*2(x)dxf (8)

in which R (.r. x.; n) is the spanwise cross correlation of w at points x^ and

Xr, and at frequency n.

The lift force caused by vertical component w of turbulence, that is, L-(vi)
in eq. (4) may be approximately given in the form: '

rfC

lyCt) IPB^Ü2 • Sßl Xw(C) (9)

in which X (E) is the term corresponding to the frequency response (aerodynamic
admittance} of the lift to gust w, and dC./da the rate of change of steady lift
coefficient with flow inclination a. Vickery 5) has investigated the drag force/
velocity relationship for bluff prismatic structures of low aspect ratio, being
in a reasonable agreement with theoretical estimates based on a lattice structure.

Bearman 6) has also examined the relationship between the approaching
turbulent flow and the mean and fluctuating forces on a series of flat plates
set normal to the flow. It was concluded that at values of E «B/U less than
0.1 the drag/velocity relationship helped to justify the concept of aerodynamic
admittance, but the measurements suggested, at high values of E, a further contribution

to drag fluctuations, uncorrelated with upstream velocity, perhaps resulting
from wake-induced fluctuations on the rear face, although the level of the

spectra in turbulent flow was three Orders greater than in smooth flow at the
same value of E. This may suggest that it is significant to use unsteady
aerodynamic forces in evaluating the gust responses.

Sears 3) has shown the expression, for a flat plate section, in the form

iwt

Lf(t) ipB(2TT)U^ • -2 X (9a)f * ü w

and the approximation of X (E) has been given by Liepmann 3) as follows:

|XU(£)|2= 1—j- (10)
W

1 + 2tt E

The frequency response (admittance), in eq. (5), therefore, is presented as

3g. 42 Vorbericht
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|XL(W| *PBÜ |XU(5)| (11)

If the response is limited to one degree of freedom, the expressions of the
frequency response of the displacement to a sinusoidal exciting force are rewrit-
ten in simpler forms. For the combination of translational (vertical or lateral)
displacement and lift force,

Xz(s; n)\2

n)i2

_
*20>O

VZ
i* 4 2 4
16tt m n

0 [1 C«_)2 r^h.2 + [2? V- - (*-)2^.]2
1 vn *-n u J L on n y

J

o o oo
(12a)

in which LR and LT are real and imaginary unsteady aerodynamic force components
due to translational displacement respectively, n the natural frequency and
the mechanical damping ratio, and for torsional displacement,

ly*; n42 - Vf 4 vT1 m (12b>
16it 6 n_ r. .Yl s.2

_ ,n ,2 <{)R12 r n ,n .2 t)\-/l
L " l>n J

l«2J v
J + L

C2n2
"

Vj2J v
J

The same expression as in eq. (12a) is also possible with the drag response of
the mean wind direction, provided the aerodynamic coefficients are available by
measuring each component of unsteady drag force giving the body an along-wind
oscillation.

The coefficients such as L _ and M indicate the effects of aerodynamic
damping (or exciting), because tne imaginary terms are correlated with phase lag
between displacement and force acting on the body. The aerodynamic damping (or
exciting) ratio can be derived from the quasi-steady approach as well.
Davenport 7) has shown the logarithmic decrements for drag direction responses

6. 4L— (13a)
n Um

o

and for translational responses
dL/da

6L ^^ (13b)
2« Um

o

IT 1 „tt2in which P ^pBU Cß, L -^pBU C, and C and C, are steady drag and lift coefficients.

The term in eq. (I2a) associated with damping is rewritten as

2c2L- («-)2^I= 2^-(c -2-ti-)
on ^n u n ^

es n 2po o o o

and, thus, the aerodynamic damping (or exciting) term is

c =--^L (14)aero n 2\i
o

Combining eq. (13) and eq. (14), the expressions of L. due to quasi-steady
approach are derived for translational responses and along-wind responses respectively:
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2Cn dC./daV--fr Li -^r-r (15)
TI IT

Numeriaal Examples

Vertioal Gust Responses of Fiat Plate Seation To find the vertical
responses of a taut strip model of flat plate section to boundary layer turbulent
flows, derive the root mean Square of response from the results of S^i30; w) in
eq. (5).

oz(x) ffQ Sz(x; n)dn (16)

The factor X„(x; n), the frequency response of the displacement to a sinusoidal
lift force can be computed according to eq. (7), using the aerodynamic coefficients

in eq. (3) with regard to frequency n as a parameter of wind velocity.
The results are shown in Fig. 2, which indicates that peak responses shift from
a frequency close to the natural frequency to that close to the critical frequency
with increase of wind velocity. Every dimension used in calculation is due to
the work by Davenport, Isyumov and Miyata 8) as follows:

l 228.6 cm, B 9.36 cm

y 11.1, v 2.26 from eq. (6c)

n^n 7.6/21.2 0.36

C 0.0024, ?2 0.01

The root-mean-square responses are, finally, obtained as indicated in Fig. 3

together with experimental results 8). In the case of 9% of intensity of turbulence,

the agreement of both is reasonably good.

Comparison of Aerodynamic Coefficients with Those due to Quasi-steady
Approach As to the sections shown in Fig. 1, compute aerodynamic coefficients
LT due to eq. (15).

WC. /da)
L a 0° 4

B 30 9.98
1.01

E

0.407
H 30

}ref,
-4.02

• 4)

FLAT PLATE 2tt
0.638

The results are shown in Fig. l(b) together with experimental values measured by
the forced oscillation method. The agreement of both is poor with a slight
exception of small values of J. On the other hand, in the case of drag responses
of a truss bridge, it is likely that the expression of aerodynamic damping due
to quasi-steady approach is comparatively reasonable. Fig. 4 shows a result of
aerodynamic coefficients for lateral (drag) motions of a Suspension bridge model.
Dimensions of the truss bridge model are l 16 m, B 35.5 cm, m 4.66 x 10

g see /cm n 0.46 c/s and C_ 0.29. For this case,
2 x 0.29 1 0.059 ,1C.Pj 2 j 1— from eq. (15)
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Application to Along-Wind Gust Responses of Suspension Bridges It is
well known that long-spanned Suspension bridges are determined in designing due
to the along-wind action of wind. The evaluation of gust responses of Suspension
bridges has been examined by Davenport 7), and the Statistical approach has been
used in Japan 9) to derive a factor to give the design wind velocity for the
static action of gusts. According to Davenport's treatment, find the gust factor
G for Suspension bridges with center span length of 500-1500 m and truss stiffening

girders. As parameters of calculation, assumed the height Z of stiffening
girders and the reference wind velocity U

n (mean wind velocity averaged. over 10
min. at Z 10 m) appropriately. The wind conditions over open sea are chosen
as follows:

— Z 1/7—
wind velocity at Z; U CtkO U1u> roughness coefficient K; 0.003

spanwise cross
7ncorrelation of u; R (x x ; n) exp(- — \x - xZ)
UZ

The mechanical damping 6 0^03 is assumed, and the aerodynamic damping effect
is considered due to P. - —*¦ —. The frequency response (aerodynamic admit-

TT

tance) of the drag to gust u is, due to Vickery's expression 2),

X (n)I UK. J

1 + 2(nD/Uz)4/3
(17)

Finally, the gust factor G(x) to be computed is in the form of

G(a:) /l + g(.x)-^ (18)

; and M(x) is mean bending moment

/ 1 + g(x)

in which g(x) 72ln[600v(_x)] +

°M(X)

M(x)

0.5772

72ln[600v(_x)]
by mean wind load, °M(a0 the variance of bending moment by gusts and \>[x) the
effective frequency. The results for a series of Suspension bridges, of which
the properties 10) are chosen as follows, are given in Fig. 5.
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span length l Cm) 1500 1300 1000 800 650 500
width of truss B Cm) 36 36 33 33 33 33

height of girder D Cm) 14 14 11 11 8 8

sag dip _9lateral rigidity EI, x 10

weight of truss w

weight of cäbles w

Cm)
2

(tm')
150 130 100 73 59 45

1.266 1.249 0.923 1.012 0.731 0.781
(t/m) 20.28 20.05 19.32 19.66 19.01 19.01
(t/m) 11.40 9.35 7.95 5.57 4.51 3.47

drag coefficient C_

ratio of load (cables/truss)
0.26 0.26 0.23 0.23 0.21 0.21

0.261 0.233 0.214 0.184 0.167 0.148
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Summary

The gust responses of flexible structures are evaluated by taking into
aecount unsteady aerodynamic forces due to the motion of the body itself. That
is, under assumption of small intensity of turbulence, the aerodynamic forces are
assumed to consist of the part due to the fluctuating components of turbulence
and the unsteady part in smooth flow. As the unsteady aerodynamic force expression

could include the effect of instability due to negative aerodynamic damping
or vortex excitation phenomena as well, the general treatment of gust responses
is probable. A couple of numerical examples show the validity of this concept.
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